
January 1st, 2010

Rock Solid Waterproofing Solutions
19708 NW 41st Avenue
Ridgefield, WA 98642-5954
Attention: KEN VAHNDIJK (Owner)

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to recommend “Rock Solid Waterproofing Solutions” for residential

basement water leaks. It was just a couple of months ago when I was frantically

reviewing consumer references for basement leaks as my daughter’s basement

bedroom carpet became moist after a large torrential rain. I found “Rock Solid” was

among one of the higher rated waterproofing companies in the area for customer

service and affordable, reasonable solutions.

After researching several companies, reviewing several waterproofing websites on

pragmatic solutions, and entertaining three contractor bids, my wife and I were able to

unanimously select “Rock Solid” for the job. Ken VahnDijk personally visited our

basement bedroom and was able to quickly and confidently quote a few different

options to remedy the moisture issue we were experiencing. We received detailed

proposal quotes quickly by email and they included guarantees on the materials and

workmanship.

Obviously, I was still skeptical about the entire process and a successful outcome. As

you know, we just wanted piece of mind and confidence that our living space will remain

dry after a heavy rainfall. Some of the contractors gave bids that were financially

astronomical and absolutely terrified us. Therefore, I was initially dismayed by Ken’s

reasonable quote.

Ken and the staff of “Rock Solid” quickly scheduled the work and were at our house

working efficiently on the project as planned. Ken and the “Rock Solid” staff were

professional and patient, especially with the myriad of questions I peppered them with

prior to, during, and after the work was completed. They performed the work efficiently

and were not disruptive to our household at all. We have experienced several heavy

rainfalls as well as the recent large snowfall without a drop of moisture in the bedroom.

We are very pleased with the workmanship, customer service, and reasonable rates by

Ken and his staff at “Rock Solid” and would not hesitate to recommend them to anyone.

Sincerely,

Anthony Merrill
Southwest Portland, Oregon


